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he arguments in favor of using
third-party components—rather
than building them from
scratch—appear to be compelling.
So why has the uptake among
developers been slower than projected?
THE PROS

Vendors and happy developers alike
point to several advantages of using
third-party components.
The costs of third-party components
themselves are small, and the expense
of evaluating a third-party component
and integrating it into your application
is typically much less than the cost of
building the same functionality yourself. Indeed, build-it-yourself costs can
run high enough to doom a project.
According to Mike Sax, president and
founder of component provider
Sax.net, “Any project with a limited
budget and short time frame is a nobrainer for component use.”
“All the logic says that components
should be used more frequently. But
we’re not dealing with logic here; we’re
dealing with psychology,” said Dan
Appleman, CEO of component vendor
Desaware. “Many developers just want
to build it themselves, regardless of the
economies of scale.”
This attitude gets support from what
amounts to a fallacy: that software development doesn’t cost much. “Software is
seen as being cheap to develop, especially compared to the cost of hardware
development,” Appleman noted. “Of
course, the true cost of software development is hidden.” And often a lot higher than it first appears.
Clearly, it’s almost always quicker to
deploy a third-party component than to
build the same capability from scratch.
“We find that people are less likely to
use components when there’s no real
time pressure to complete a project,”

said Sax. “Sometimes it just seems more
attractive to create your own thing
because it will do exactly what you
need—and for the developer, it’s often
more satisfying to have built it. Of
course, from a business perspective,
there are few advantages to taking the
time and resources to build in-house.”
Chris Tryon, manager of programming at New Jersey-based engineering
firm Hatch Mott MacDonald, asked,
“Why build a fancy grid, which may take
weeks, when I can buy one in an hour,
plug it in and use it in two? My time is
the most important factor.”
Doing testing and quality assurance
on new code can be expensive. Often
you can try one or even a couple of
third-party components—which have
already been tested if they’re from a rep-

utable vendor—for less than it would
cost to build and test your own.
After all, out-of-the-box components
are typically more mature than those
developed in-house—component makers are always upgrading their product,
which is difficult to do internally. So the
technology you’re using on your project
is generally more mature, too. What’s
more, third-party commercial component vendors document their products,
which tends not to happen as often with
internally developed code.
“There are virtually no real-world situations within a corporate environment
where reusable components would not
be appropriate,” said James McGovern,
enterprise architect at The Hartford
Financial Services Group. “They make
the most sense for major industry—ver-

tical-specific applications such as claims,
underwriting and policy administration.”
THE CONS

But the arguments against using thirdparty components are compelling as well.
For one, third-party components
may not have the features you need,
thereby restricting the functionality of
your app, perhaps in critical ways. Or
they may include features you don’t
need, adding complexity (for example,
greater support requirements) and an
unnecessary learning curve—and
therefore cost—to your deployment
even if you don’t use them.
“It’s true that a third-party component—or any external code—will not
always have the exact same programming
> continued on page 24
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style as internally developed software,” said Sax. “That’s a small
trade-off for the huge amounts
of time that are saved and the
fact that you get a head start with
functional, well-tested code.”

According to Appleman,
the question to ask is, “Can the
additional complexity and configuration be worth the significantly added cost of developing your own code from
scratch? This has to be evalu-

ated for each case.”
Another problem is that
developers lose flexibility when
they take an off-the-shelf component. “Many components
assume that you program one
way and one way only and

expect you to use the component their way and not the way
you’ve developed your product,” said Leo Mrozek, president of Illinois-based Mrozek &
Associates, which designs and
hosts Web sites. According to

Mrozek, most components are
aimed at junior developers
rather than at serious corporate
programmers.
“Vendors often sell components to managers under the
banner of increasing developer
productivity—which can be
especially useful in shops that
employ primarily entry-level
talent or are very lean,” said
Hartford’s McGovern. “The
value proposition changes
accordingly for those shops
that hire and retain top-notch
IT talent.”
David Yack, president of
Colorado Technology Consultants, agreed. “A lack of extensions, which users need so they
can configure or customize
components’ capabilities, keeps
people from leveraging components more. Ironically, this flexibility is what would provide
greater lock-in to a particular
vendor.”
Yet not all developers feel
thus constrained. “The controls I have used [LeadTools
and Infragistics’ UltraGrid]
have more flexibility than I
could ever hope to master or
use,” said Hatch Mott MacDonald’s Tryon. “Even with all
this flexibility, I have found
them simple to use; I’m able to
add functionality with a line or
two of code.”
Then there are intellectual
property liability issues. “Every
piece of sample code on the
Web that is in some way useful
and is free has some kind of
copyright or other message that
must remain with the code,”
said Mrozek. “Many of my
clients simply will not use this
code, and many have coding
standards against it. Components add another layer, as
there could be copyright or
patent info embedded in the
component that the developer
might be unaware of.”
And although using a thirdparty component doesn’t grant
the vendor a copyright over the
work that uses it, Gary Cornell,
publisher of Apress, which is
focused on the needs of programming professionals, admitted, “One reason component
use is not as strong as it might
be is simply that developers
have to get preapproval for a
project that uses third-party
components. No approval is
needed if you stay in-house.”
Licensing issues also come
into play with components.
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Component Use?
“Many of the negative attitudes
about third-party component
use can be traced to people
confusing commercial components with freeware—and they
are most definitely not the
same thing,” said Cornell.
Most commercial component vendors, for instance, avoid
using General Public License
(GPL) or Lesser General Public
License (LGPL) agreements,
since the legally viral nature of
GPLs and LGPLs obscures who
owns what when components
are tweaked or integrated with
other code.
Sax.net’s Sax acknowledged
developers’ confusion in distinguishing between commercial
components from accountable
vendors that come with a clear
license agreement and (more or
less) free code found on the
Internet. “Professional, commercial component vendors
have to evangelize their commitment to quality and legal
transparency,” he said.
Colorado Technology’s Yack
would like to see some evolution in licensing models. “Product licenses that require one
license for each developer are
not always practical for projects
that involve a large number of
developers,” he said.
One of the biggest drawbacks to the use of components
for developers is that there usually is no access to the source
code. What if your component
vendor no longer supports the
component(s) you use, or has
gone out of business? This
makes upgrading or rebuilding
your component-dependent
app difficult—though these
risks can be ameliorated by getting the component vendor’s
source code. If you can get the
source code.
Mrozek said he won’t use
components from vendors
unwilling to make their source
code available to their customers. Happily, as Sax and
Desaware’s Appleman pointed
out, many component vendors
make their source code available to developers.
Yack has found ways to insulate his apps from vendor meltdown: “There are different techniques for using components to
ensure you have built a wrapper
to allow easy replacement by
another provider,” he noted.
“For example, if you are using a
component where there are
multiple providers, and licens-

ing can vary among them from
time to time, wrapping a layer of
abstraction around them could
benefit the business later.”
Compliance and security
also create challenges for
development teams looking to

use third-party components.
The Sarbanes-Oxley Act requires all companies to have
documented proof of the software, hardware and platforms
upon which their systems run.
“Compliance and documentation might be an issue for
components from smaller or
independent component devel-
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opers,” Mrozek said.
Often highly secure systems
and applications—including all
of their parts and components—must be audited, which
may not be possible if thirdparty components are present.
“Will this component play well
on the corporate desktop?”
asked Mrozek. “Is there some-
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thing embedded in there we
don’t know about that will
bring up security concerns?”
THE UPSHOT

Despite performance tradeoffs, licensing and intellectual
property liability hassles, and
compliance and security chal> continued on page 26
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lenges, it looks like third-party
components are becoming
increasingly important.
Sax thinks today’s users of
third-party components “can be
viewed as early adopters who are

interested in increasing efficiency, saving time, and gaining an
advantage that their peers may
not be aware of. Although components have been around for a
while, it’s quite possible that
we’re in the early part of a clas-

sic adoption bell curve.”
Even Mrozek, who claims to
be “in the camp of developers
that tries to stay away from
components at all costs,” sees a
solid future for them. “It will
probably be another two to

three years before really productive and useful components
are on the market that developers will want to use,” he said.
He’s not alone in that assessment. “I believe the reuse or
leveraging of components

regardless of internal or thirdparty vendor is critical to efficient development of software,”
said Yack.
Components are especially
helpful to developers who
might not have a high degree
of knowledge of a particular
system or functionality. “The
most efficient way for me to
program is to reuse what I
already know,” said Tryon. “As
a programmer, I need to know
many different systems. It’s
hard to be an expert in
each one. I use components
because I’m not an expert in
imaging software, but my
clients demand that I be. The
component developers have
the ability to be experts in a
specific field, thus increasing
the productivity of everyone
who uses their software, and I
look like an imaging expert.”
Aaron Marcus, president and
principal designer/analyst at
California-based Aaron Marcus
and Associates, a user-interface
and information visualization
design consulting firm, offers an
anecdote to explain the savings
associated with reuse: “In the
late 1980s, we worked with
Kodak to study the value of
reusing code in increasingly
complex user interfaces. In the
more complex UIs, if 20 percent
of the code could be reused,
then the company could recover
development costs in four to
five products.”
Tryon agreed that third-party components are very costeffective. “A programmer in my
area billing $120 an hour will
never be able to create all the
functionality of a component,”
he said. “Since components are
continuously improved, I can
add functionality without any
coding. What could be better?”
THE RIGHT FIT

The trick is to pick the right
component product, since quality can vary.
“An enterprise needs to
determine whether the component’s design integrates with
existing systems,” said McGovern. “Components should be
selected from vendors based on
terms such as quality, applicability for a particular purpose,
access to source code, licensing
restrictions (or lack of them),
features and performance.
These are things that ultimately
help deliver valuable working
software to your business.” ❚
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.NET Tilts the Build-Vs.-Buy Balance
Microsoft’s framework provides platform for new generation of business components
BY CAROL WEISZMANN

Microsoft’s .NET Framework is changing
how developers view third-party components. COM, .NET’s predecessor,
spawned a market for third-party components used in Visual Basic applications
(usually written in C++, since VB is
unsuitable for creating many kinds of
components). A similarly successful thirdparty component market didn’t emerge in
the C++ world, largely because developers prefer writing code themselves.
But .NET is different for a couple of
reasons. First, unlike Visual Basic 6
developers, those using VB.NET and C#
can more easily develop their own components, which many prefer to do
because it’s so satisfying, even if it costs
more. Second, the .NET Framework is
so much richer in functionality than
COM that, although it takes a while to
learn, it already includes solutions that
can obviate the need for either selfdeveloped or third-party components.
Thus the choices with .NET expand
beyond the build-your-own-versus-buy
argument to include using .NET’s
existing capabilities. “The .NET
Framework has really enabled component vendors to build a new generation

of business components that are used
in mission-critical applications,” said
Mike Sax, president and founder of
component builder Sax.net. “.NET
components are much easier to cus-

tomize than the previous generation of
COM/ActiveX components.”
But beware: .NET is more complex
than COM, and the newest version of a
.NET component replaces its forebears

without any guarantee of the backward
compatibility of newer runtime versions.
So migrating your apps to a newer runtime version can mean upgrading all
your components. ❚

WHEN DEVELOPERS HESITATE
When an app is mission- or
life-critical. “Components used in
mission-critical or life-sustaining systems must be thoroughly vetted to a
higher-quality standard than [is] typical of most component vendors,” said
David Yack, president of Colorado Technology Consultants. “Since you don’t
have access to source in all cases, it is
not possible to perform independent
verification.”

When security really, really
matters. “Use of components in security-sensitive systems can cause problems due to lack of ability to audit the
implementation of the component,” Yack
observed.

When innovation is key. “Some of
the components I use provide the

source code, but the vendor legally
owns the rights to any modifications,”
said Chris Tryon, manager of programming at Hatch Mott MacDonald. So if
you’re building an innovative application aimed at providing a competitive
edge, you might reject use of third-party components.

When your goal is performance and you’re using a procedural language. “If one is writing infrastructure-related code using
procedural languages to create device
drivers, system utilities, etc.—and
the goal is performance—it may be OK
to simply meet the goals but be less
rigorous in adhering to standards,”
said James McGovern, enterprise architect at The Hartford Financial Services Group.

When an application is very
function-specific, not GUIbased, and small —such as software
that takes only a few hours to write, according to Tryon.

When using components violates
a contract. “Some contracts specifically don’t allow use of third-party components or of code that is not part of the
work product produced,” said Yack.

When your organization isn’t
committed to them. “Componentbased architectures shouldn’t be
thought of as a gradual thing,” said McGovern. “You either embrace and practice it, or you don’t. Components should
reflect the spirit of an enterprise’s business architecture.”
—Susan Messenheimer
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